COOKIES

compost cookie® | blueberry & cream cookie™ | corn cookie
cornflake-marshmallow cookie | chocolate chocolate cookie

DRINKS

all coffee is brewed using our milk bar blend
americano | cappuccino | cold brew | cortado | drip coffee | espresso
latte | macchiato | cereal milk™ affogato
cereal milk™ | chai latte | hot chocolate

KLOSSIES

a portion of the proceeds are donated to support those in need
gluten-free! dairy-free!
perfect 10* | the coco* | 5boro*

SOFT SERVE options: single serving | pint

CAKE TRUFFLES options: 3 pack | dozen gift box +
b’day | chocolate malt

cereal milk™ | sweet potato pie | crack pie®| fruity cereal milk™ | soft serve twist!
add: fudge | crunch | sprinkles | chocolate chips

CAKES 6” cake (serves 8-12) +

SHAKES 12 oz cup

birthday cake shake | cereal milk™ shake | coffee shake | chocolate cereal shake
sweet potato shake | crunchy cereal shake | crack pie® shake | fruity cereal milk™ shake

birthday | chocolate malt

PIES options: slice | whole pie (serves 8-10)

FANCY SHAKES 12 oz cup

crack pie®

MIXES

corn cookie mix | blueberry & cream cookie™ mix | compost cookie® mix
cornflake-chocolate-chip-marshmallow cookie mix |confetti cookie™ mix
crack pie® mix | cereal milk™ mix | corn powder

SPECIAL COMBOS!
greatest hits collection

compost cookie® + slice of crack pie® + 3 pack of b’day truffles + cereal milk™ soft serve!

tote + cookies combo
your choice of a dozen cookies in a milk bar tote bag

MILKQUAKES™

strawberry & corn milkquake™ | crack pie® milkquake™ | bkfst milkquake™
b’day cake milkquake™ | sweet potato pie milkquake™
+ ASK ABOUT OUR SEASONAL FLAVORS!

* INDICATES CONTAINS NUTS

LAS VEGAS

contains alcohol
must be 21 or older to order
cereal milk™ white russian | nut crack’r shake | fancy birthday cake shake
fancy chocolate malt cake shake | fancy coffee shake | fancy cold brew shake
fancy fruity shake
fancy hot chocolate: hot peppermint patty
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VISIT US AT MILKBARSTORE.COM TO
SEE OUR EXTENDED ONLINE MENU OPTIONS!
ORDER AHEAD AND PICK UP IN STORE, OR SHIP
SOME GOODIES STRAIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!

